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Looking for help? We prepared a very short guide for you to find the right affordable web hosting service. Click to read it.
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GoDaddy – $1/mo. web hosting + free domain with promo code in 2021

With this exclusive deal valid until 31 December 2021, you can get Economic Web Hosting through GoDaddy, including a free domain, for just $1 per month for a year. This...read more



With this exclusive deal valid until 31 December 2021, you can get Economic Web Hosting through GoDaddy, including a free domain, for just $1 per month for a year.

This represents an 88 percent discount, and as well as your free domain, you will get 100 GB of storage, unmetered bandwidth and free business email with 10 GB of dedicated storage. You will also benefit from GoDaddy’s 24-hour security monitoring, and it takes just one-click to install a variety of essential applications such as WordPress, Joomla and Drupal. You can choose between a Linux or Windows hosting plan. Windows is the best option for a basic website for most small businesses.

GoDaddy is currently the largest domain registrar in the world, and they have developed a variety of tools to make building a website quick and easy on their platform, without the need for a lot of expert knowledge. This is ideal for small businesses looking to build attractive websites, but don’t need a lot of fancy features, such as online sales plug-ins.

While their opening deal of just $1 per month is one of the cheapest that you will find anywhere, with any provider, their standard monthly rate after the first year is on the medium to high side. However, for this price-tag you do get high reliability, good uptime, and fast and helpful customer service. Small businesses without an expert web team will find that even GoDaddy’s standard rate offers great value for money.

I recommend GoDaddy for anyone that is looking for something that is easy to use, and for simplicity, as GoDaddy offer everything you need to build and manage your website in one place. Moreover, while their basic package is fairly limited, there is plenty of scope to upgrade, and invest more in your website as your business grows.

Here’s the screenshot of GoDaddy’s pricing table for other plans:
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Activate $1/mo web hosting plan with a free domain name
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Namecheap – $1.44/mo web hosting + free .website domain name

Namecheap is offering a 50 percent discount of their basic web hosting package, which means that you can get online for as little as $1.44 per month. You can choose...read more



Namecheap is offering a 50 percent discount of their basic web hosting package, which means that you can get online for as little as $1.44 per month. You can choose between Namecheap’s data centres in the United States and United Kingdom, and then host up to three websites as part of your package. This package is ideal for small businesses looking for hosting that is both affordable and reliable.

The deal comes with a free .website domain, and up to 50 free SSL certificates to get your site up and secure as quickly as possible. You will have plenty of space for compelling content with 20 GB of disk space available. You can also dish up to your content to visitors as you wish, with unmetered bandwidth.

Namecheap provide a free website builder for small businesses that want to create a simple but attractive website quickly. They offer over 200 design templates that can be populated with your content using drag and drop. All the templates are designed to be responsive, so they should look great on both the computer screen and mobile. There are also plug-ins for more sophisticated content such as social media integration and e-commerce payment.

Namecheap’s modern Dell Servers are some of the most reliable on the market designed to host content virtually so that speed can always be optimized based on usage, and to provide zero downtime as a result of either planned or unplanned maintenance. With bi-weekly backups, this is one of the most secure basic packages currently available.

I would recommend Namecheap to small businesses that are looking for something cheap, but also prioritise reliability and ensuring that their content is always secure and available to their users.
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Netfirms – $1.99/mo. unlimited web hosting + free domain name

Netfirms is currently offering unlimited web hosting through their Plus Plan for just $1.99 per month with a free domain name included. They are also offering a 30-day money back...read more



Netfirms is currently offering unlimited web hosting through their Plus Plan for just $1.99 per month with a free domain name included. They are also offering a 30-day money back guarantee if the service is not everything you expected. This deal is perfect for small businesses, independent freelancers, or budding bloggers who need simple but functional websites to promote their work, but are also looking to drive customers and sales through their online presence.

Coming with a free domain to get you started, you have unlimited disk space to start building your site. You can get started creating your online presence right away with minimal technical know-how using Netfirms’ Ready-to-go Websites functionality with drag and drop site builder that lets you create something visually appealing within minutes. You also benefit from their 24-hour support centre if you do need help setting up and managing your site. The package also comes with a free business email to ensure your business always appears professional.

What sets Netfirms apart from other budget hosting providers are their services around SEO and customer sales. The Plus Plan comes with a $100 Google Ads bonus, and $100 free credit with Microsoft Advertising. These services can help you get your site high on Google searches for your preferred keywords, helping you grow your audiences and online presence quickly. All sites also come e-commerce enabled with osCommerce and ShopSite, which make creating products and registering customers simple. It has never been easier to start selling online.

While Netfirms is targeted at small businesses, it is for small businesses with ambition. If you are about more than creating a web presence, and are interested in driving traffic and sales through your site, I would recommend Netfirms. They should also appeal to the environmentally conscious, as all of their services are run on green energy. read less
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Hostinger – $2.15/mo. web hosting + free domain name

For a limited time, you can get a Premium Shared Hosting package from Hostinger for just $2.59 per month. With this you can create up to 100 websites, and get...read more



For a limited time, you can get a Premium Shared Hosting package from Hostinger for just $2.59 per month. With this you can create up to 100 websites, and get unlimited bandwidth and MySQL Databases, plus 20GB of disk space. The deal also includes free domain registration, a free business email account with 10GB of dedicated storage, and SSL certification.

This package is ideal if you are a small business that needs a number of basic websites to promote your company, and don’t have a lot of in-house web expertise. Once you set up your main company domain, you can create up to 100 subdomains to support the different areas of your business. Hostinger then offers WordPress, an Easy Website Builder, and 1-Click Install for other functionality to help you create websites without the need for much technical knowledge. Along with their 24-hour support line, you should have everything you need to get started quickly.

Around 29 million customers worldwide are currently using Hostinger, for its simplicity, affordability, and impressive 99 percent uptime. The associated business email account helps ensure your business appears professional, at no extra cost, and weekly backups ensure against significant content loss.

I would recommend Hostinger to small businesses that know that they will need a number of small, connected websites, and want to be able build and manage them in a single place with minimal technical skill. As well as their Premium Shared Hosting package, they offer cheaper single site services for businesses that only need one site, and a scalable Business Shared Hosting package so that you can grow your web presence as your business expands.

Here’s other web hosting plans available on Hostinger:
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Network Solutions – $2.25/mo. annual web hosting plans with code

Activate this new, special Network Solutions coupon code to save 35% off on annual web hosting plans. Once activated, you will be eligible to get the discount and pay $2.25/month...read more



Activate this new, special Network Solutions coupon code to save 35% off on annual web hosting plans. Once activated, you will be eligible to get the discount and pay $2.25/month only for an annual web hosting plan that includes a free domain name. This Network Solutions coupon code is set to expire at the end of this month. read less
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Yahoo – $2.59/mo basic shared web hosting + free domain name

For just $2.59 per month Yahoo Web Hosting, previously Aabaco, offers a discount, five-year Basic prepaid plan (costs $155, while 1-year plan costs $72) that gives you everything you need...read more



For just $2.59 per month Yahoo Web Hosting, previously Aabaco, offers a discount, five-year Basic prepaid plan (costs $155, while 1-year plan costs $72) that gives you everything you need to create a small, professional and mobile friendly site. The package also comes with a free .com domain, SSL certificate, business email domain and 24-hour security monitoring and customer support, plus all taxes included. This means there should be no nasty financial surprises down the road.

Yahoo make it incredibly easy for you to build an attractive site quickly, without any particular technical experience. Using their site-builder, you can simply choose from 150 themes, and then customize with your own text and images. Themes are generally designed with long, scrollable, mobile friendly pages, and you can have up to ten of these within your site. You then have 100 GB of disk storage and 100 GB of data transfer per month to get your site up and running and working for you. If you find that you need more space or flexibility, you can upgrade to Yahoo’s equally affordable Advanced and Premier plans within your five-year prepaid Basic plan.

Yahoo promise never to unbundle the features of their plan, which makes them one of the most affordable hosting services available, and one of the most predictable when it comes to cost, which can be an important consideration for small businesses. Their uptime is a little bit lower than some other providers, but their economy rates still makes them a worthwhile investment.

I would recommend Yahoo Web Hosting to small businesses whose priority is an engaging, mobile friendly website to catch customers’ attention while they are on the go, and to small businesses that want to lock in a low-cost, predictable rate.

Here’s the price comparison table for Yahoo Web Hosting:
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FatCow – $3.15/mo. unlimited web hosting + free domain name

For a limited time only, FatCow is offering 60 percent off their basic hosting package, making it just $3.15 per month. As part of the deal you get a free...read more



For a limited time only, FatCow is offering 60 percent off their basic hosting package, making it just $3.15 per month. As part of the deal you get a free domain, unlimited disk space, unlimited bandwidth and unlimited associated business email addresses to keep your company looking professional. FatCow is a good affordable option for small businesses using WordPress, or that are interested in integrating online sales into their site.

FatCow provides a free website builder if you want to get something up and running quickly. It also supports WordPress, Gallery2, phpBB, GBook and Joomla if you are looking to do something a bit more sophisticated. In fact, they specialise in WordPress and provide a variety of additional tools specifically to optimise WordPress sites. Your site will also be ready to start selling, with ShopSite Online Store, PayPal Shopping Cart Integration and PowerPay all ready to go.

FatCow also provides web analytics tools and some marketing add ons, specifically $100 Google Ads credit and $100 Yahoo+Bing credit (remember that Bing makes up 30 percent of searches in the U.S. market). These tools will help you promote the visibility of your website and start driving traffic quickly.

While FatCow’s servers aren’t as new as some other providers, they are well maintained by the team to offer fast speeds. They also offer 24-hour phone and email support, and are generally thought to be one of the more helpful services in this regard.

I would recommend FatCow to small businesses keen to get online, especially if online sales is a priority, as FatCow’s offer includes the tools needed to get your online store up and running, and promote visibility on the key search engines.
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Bluehost – $3.95/mo. unlimited web hosting + free domain name

With this discount voucher you can get a basic Bluehost plan for as little as $3.95 per month, which you can try risk free with their 30-day money back guarantee....read more



With this discount voucher you can get a basic Bluehost plan for as little as $3.95 per month, which you can try risk free with their 30-day money back guarantee. The plan includes a free domain name for the first year, free SSL certificate to ensure your site’s security, and 24-hour customer support. Bluehost is ideal for small businesses using WordPress, and they are one of the top providers recommended by WordPress.org. One-Click install for WordPress comes with all accounts, which you are free to populate with 50 GB of disk storage on the Essentials plan. While their basic Essentials plan is really designed for hosting of single, basic website, you can easily upgrade to their equally affordable Plus or Choice Plus plans for more space and flexibility.

Bluehost knows that promoting visibility is a priority for any new site, so they include in their bundle $100 of Microsoft Advertising credit and $100 of Google Ads credit to help small businesses promote their new sites, and start stimulating new business immediately.

Bluehost manages to offer some of the most affordable rates in the market by sharing resources with their sister hosting companies HostMonster, FastDomain and iPage. However, discounts are also made possible by having a smaller customer support team than some other providers, so they can take a little longer to get back to you when it comes to resolving issues. Fortunately, these tend to be few and far between for most basic users.

If you are looking for an affordable place to host your WordPress site, then I would recommend Bluehost. Optimized for WordPress, they are one of the cheapest options on the market, and their marketing bundle will help small businesses increase their online visibility quickly.

For your convenience, I inserted the comparison table of Bluehost’s shared web hosting plans:
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Hostpapa – $3.95/mo shared web hosting + free domain name

HostPapa is currently offering a 50 percent discount on the Starter web host package, which will cost you just $3.95 per month. This package allows you to host two websites,...read more



HostPapa is currently offering a 50 percent discount on the Starter web host package, which will cost you just $3.95 per month. This package allows you to host two websites, and comes with a free domain name, free SSL certificate, free business email domain, 100 GB of disk space and unmetered bandwidth. This deal is ideal for small businesses or individuals that want to put simple, low traffic websites online, but want to go beyond the absolute basics.

When it comes to setting up your site, you can use HostPapa’s easy website builder, choosing a template and dragging and dropping text and images to create something basic but beautiful. HostPapa is also 100 percent WordPress ready. You can transfer your existing WordPress site there free of charge, or set up WordPress with a single click. There are in fact more than 400 tools that you can install with just one click.

Everything on the backend at HostPapa is designed to be simple, using their custom control panel. This means less time worrying about the technical details, and more time developing compelling content that will speak to your customers. If you do find yourself encountering problems that you can’t fix, HostPapa also has a 24-hour support line that is highly responsive.

HostPapa’s servers have lower density use than many similar providers, which means that they can generally offer faster performance, and they offer 99.9 percent uptime. They also offer scalable packages, so you can upgrade your package within HostPapa as your business grows over time.

I would recommend HostPapa to small businesses that know that they are looking at relatively low traffic on their website, but want the customers that do engage to have a fast, safe and engaging experience.
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Hello, my name is Sunny.

I have been creating websites since I was 13. Back then, finding the right web hosting company to work with was a challenge, and over the years I feel like I have worked with most of them, from Netfirms to GoDaddy, Hostgator to BlueHost. In my experience, the quality of hosting service provided by the big web companies via their basic shared web hosting plans is pretty standard. It only gets better when you are willing to spend a little more, which is not a surprise. But when choosing a basic plan, affordability is usually the number one priority.

I have pulled together a list of the top web hosting deals currently available from the most reliable web hosting service providers. These plans are for small enterprises looking for basic, low-budget solutions. If you plan to create a new personal blog on WordPress, a bespoke website for your small business with custom email account, or a portfolio website to showcase your work or products, any of these services should work for you. But keep reading…

When I say that you could pick “any” of these services, I mean it. These are all well-known, international companies with big customer bases, and they are generally considered reliable by webmasters. They provide all the basics that you need in order to launch and maintain a live website. However, there are differences between the packages. For example, while some providers will limit you to a single website on a basic package, others allow you to run 5, 10 or even unlimited websites. Similarly, while some providers give a free SSL certificate to ensure your site security, others sell this as an additional item. Furthermore, some companies will provide tools that let you create a website, dragging and dropping text and images into templates that they have provided. With others, building the websites itself is all down to you. It is important that you know what you need and look at the details of what exactly is included in a package. Otherwise your budget service can quickly break the bank.

To help you invest with peace of mind, all the web hosting packages listed here have a 30-day refund policy. It is also always possible to upgrade your service with the same provider, if you find your web needs growing more quickly that you expected. 

All the packages that I have included on my list also come with a free domain name. A standard .com domain name generally costs around $10 per year with most domain name registrars. Some of the web hosting packages on my list cost as little as $12 per year, and include a free domain, halving your initial set-up costs. Small-business owners, indie hackers, and side-hustlers need to spend responsibly, don't waste your money when you can save!

One last thing, usually when you come across a "top 10 hosting companies" list, the list is not based on service, but on partnership agreements. Web hosting providers will often offer their customers rewards for referrals, and so the #1 listed company is usually the site’s own web hosting provider. My list is sorted by price in order not to be misleading. In the name of full disclosure, Network Solutions is our only partner and we list their deals at the top of our front page and on some other store pages.

I have also prepared a simple glossary of relevant web hosting-related terms below to help you decipher what exactly these companies are offering in their plans.

Simple Glossary for Shared Web Hosting Plans

Disk space: Disk space refers to the maximum amount of data your shared web hosting plan allows you to hold. Data encompasses everything that makes up your website, including images, videos and documents. You will need different amounts of storage depending on what your website will serve. For example, a local church website listing times and events may not need large amounts of storage, but a wedding photographer may need hundreds of gigabytes (GB) of storage if s/he plans to host videos, raw photography files, and so forth. If you are not sure how much space you need, don't panic, as you can always purchase additional disk space by getting in touch with your web hosting provider.

Bandwidth: Bandwidth is the amount of data you are permitted to pass to your visitors. Again, this data might be anything, images, texts, videos, documents, as well as the HTML and CSS that makes your site readable on the web. In web hosting plans this is generally metered monthly, and if you hit your limit before the month is out, visitors will no longer be able to access your site. Good hosting companies will give you a warning when you are reaching your bandwidth limit, giving you options to upgrade so that you don’t lose vital custom.

Unlimited bandwidth/storage: You may notice that some plans offer "unlimited" bandwidth and disk space. This is a marketing strategy. These resources are unlimited up to your server's resources, meaning that they are unlimited, as long as your usage does not affect server performance and the usage of other customers. You may want to check your preferred web hosting provider's "Acceptable Use Policy" for specific details on when they are likely to cap you.

Free domain name: A domain is your website URL, for example domainpromo.com, which needs to be registered in order to work. When a deal includes a “free domain name”, the cost of registering a domain is included as part of your deal. Domain names need to be re-registered to stay current. Some domain names are only free for a year, after which time you will need to pay for their registration, so keep an eye on the fine print. If a free domain name is not included in your deal, you will need to register your domain separately.

Unlimited subdomains: A subdomain is a subsidiary domain based on your main domain name. For example, if I wanted to create a blog or a shop, I could create the subdomains blog.domainpromo.com and shop.domainpromo.com. Your subdomains are tied to your web hosting plan, so you have to share your disk space between your various subdomains. Make sure you have enough disk space and bandwidth in your hosting plan before setting up too many subdomains.

Free SSL certificate: An SSL certificate is a data file that enables secure communication between your website and your users. Usage of SSL certificates has become pretty standard and is encouraged by big technology companies like Google, who will give SSL certified sites priority in their search results. SSL certificates are usually sold as a separate service, but are sometimes included as part of hosting plans.

Unlimited websites: This means that you can host as many websites as you wish, with different domains, as part of the same package. This can be useful if you decide to expand your activity, but remember that the disk space and bandwidth advertised is per package, not per site, so hosting multiple sites can quickly eat up your allowance. If you are planning on delivering a number of complex websites, you will probably need more than just the basic package. 
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Latest Coupons



	 GoDaddy – $1/mo. web hosting + free domain
	 Namecheap – $1.44/mo web hosting + free .website domain
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